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A generalized Hubbard model involving two kinds of spinless fermions with different masses is 
proposed to explain the properties of mixed-valence compounds. An equivalence between the 
proposed model and an effective anisotropic antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model with external field 
is established in the strong-interaction limit. The ground-state energy and partition function are 
obtained analytically using generalized mean field theory which, for bipartite lattices, allows the 
system to be reduced to an equivalent two-site problem. The analytic behavior of the valence and 
compressibility under variation of pressure and the phase diagram in the ground state and at finite 
temperature are investigated. The conditions for a first-order transition depending on the position of 
the f band are obtained, taking into account the effect of local hybridization between the s and f 
states. The known anomalies in the behavior of nf and x in mixed-valence systems are interpreted 
in analogy with the magnetization and susceptibility in the corresponding pseudospin model. 

Many phenomena in heavy-fermion compounds, high-T, 
superconductors, quantum crystals, etc. have been modeled 
either with a single-band Hubbard model1 or a spinless 
Falicov-Kimball (FK) (or closely related) mode1.2-4 These 
models are also often used to explain phase diagram anoma- 
lies and interesting valence behavior in mixed-valence com- 
pounds under change of temperature and pressure (see, e.g., 
Ref. 5). Aside from some details of electron structure these 
two models can be studied together as particular cases of a 
more general model (GM), 
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which includes hopping terms and intrasite repulsion (U>O) 
for two different kinds of particles. For tl = t2 it is, of course, 
a Hubbard model with an applied magnetic field. Although 
Eq. (1) is written in the language of electron creation opera- 
tors with spin indices, an equivalent Hamiltonian could be 
written using band or orbital indices, as in the FK model. In 
other words, the CT ,cr operators in Eq. (1) can be replaced 
with creation operators f’ , a + representing spinless fermions 
in the f and s bands. The field strength H in this case repre- 
sents the energy difference between the centers of the two 
bands, which in mixed-valence materials can be changed 
with pressure. For t,=O, this is equivalent to the FK model. 
In the strong interaction limit U--W the GM reveals some 
interesting relations between the two models, and helps to 
explain the coMections between such phenomena as super- 
fluity and excitonic insulators, antiferromagnetism (or 
charge-density waves) and valence-density waves, ferromag- 
netism, and pure integer valency. In addition, viewed as a 
generalization of the FK model there are significant advan- 
tages to using EQ. (1) for describing mixed-valence com- 
pounds. In the pure FK model, for example, mixed-valence 
states can appear only as a spatially periodic lattice of ions,4 
with nf=O or 1, a kind of orbital antiferromagnetism. The 
generalized model, however, also permits a liquidlike state of 
uniform, noninteger valence, as has been seen experi- 
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mentally,’ and it correctly predicts the first-order transitions 
seen in those materials under change of temperature and 
pressure. 

It is convenient to rewrite the GM Hamiltonian, replac- 
ing the creation operators by Hubbard operators’ so that 
c+ =XP’+ aXFdo and the Hamiltonian takes the symme- 
tiied iorm H GM=I:i,AH(i,i + A) -t H(i + A,i), where 
A is summed over the lattice vectors, and H(i,j) can be 
written in terms of two-site operators as follows: 

- tl(x~ox;2+X:bqT) + t,(x~“x;2+x~Txy) (2) 

+U/2(Xf2+X;2)-H/4(X~T+X;r-Xi”“-X~$. 

While the first two terms in Eq. (2) represent simple hop- 
ping, the second two are interconfiguration fluctuation terms 
and can be removed by a suitable unitary transformation as 
in Ref. 6. In the strong interaction limit the transformed 
Hamiltonian can be expanded to any order in powers of 
t,,,/U. Projecting the transformed Hamiltonian onto the sub- 
space of singly occupied states, exactly at half-filling 
(nr + n3- = 1) gives, to lowest order, an effective Hamiltonian 
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Since the Hubbard’operators X@ generate an SU(2) algebra, 
and their commutation relations are isomorphic to those of 
the pseudospin operator L (2LZ=XTT-XlI and L+ =X’*), 
the effective Hamiltonian above can be written in the form 

H,,=J,,g) (2L;LL4- $) +J,. $) (L+Li +hc) -Hz Lf , 
1 1 i 

(4) 
with Jll= (tT+ t%)/2U and J, = t,t,llJ. Thus, to lowest order, 
the GM is strictly equivalent to an anisotropic antiferromag- 
net with external field. Using analogies of this kind one may 
advantageously translate the substantial existing knowledge 
about spin systems to mixed-valence systems. 

The transformed Hamiltonian is valid for all tl , t2, and 
in earlier work7 the case t,* t2 was described. It is also easy 
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to show that taking t, = t2 (Hubbard model) gives a spin 
analog equivalent to Anderson superexchange, Hb Here 
we examine in greater detail the FK-like case t,-+O. Expand- 
ing the resulting effective Hamiltonian to fourth order gives 
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so that any exact results from the Ising model can be easily 
transferred to the FK model in the strong interaction limit. In 
particular, one expects the appearance of a spatially ordered 
phase in the GM in two dimensions, similar to results de- 
scribed earlier4 about the appearance of a chessboard struc- 
ture off fermions in 022 in the symmetric case (H=O). We 
show below, however, that even with H #O, there is a region 
where the chessboard structure is stabile. Higher-order cor- 
rections as in Eq. (5) are important for their implications 
regarding additional spatially ordered phases for HZO. 

Comparing the Anderson Hamiltonian HAn with H, 
above, we see that the difference between the Hubbard and 
FK models in the strong interaction limit is no more than that 
between a classical Ising system and a quantum antiferro- 
magnet. Thus, exactly at half-filling the FK model can be 
considered to be a classical analog of the Hubbard model. 
Below we show that, in spite the fact that Jll*J,, the inclu- 
sion of a finite, small bandwidth for the f states changes the 
character of the phase transition from second to First order 
and stabilizes the quantum-liquid (QL) state with strong ex- 
citonic correlations. 

All these effects can be derived analytically using a gen- 
eralized mean field approximation (GMFA) for bipartite sys- 
terns, i.e., those consisting of two sublattices A and B. Taking 
the most general decoupling scheme for Hubbard operators 
in Eq. (3j the Hamiltonian can be reduced to the two-site 
form, 

I 

where z is the coordination number of the lattice, and we 
have introduced the order parameters A1,2=(xts”) for the 
excitonic correlations (orbital mixing) in xy plane and 
+x, IJ-fl -Xy “-“) for the spatial orbital ordering in z 
plane. The number of particles IZ i and n2 on the A and B sites 
is then nl=‘ZV+nl, and n,=nzf+n2, and the total num- 
ber of particles on the two sublattices, exactly at half-filling, 
is n1+a2=2. 

After diagonalization of Eq. (6) one can find eigenstates 
E& and the partition function Z depending on A, v, and 
m =2iif- 1. The analysis of self-consistent equations for 
these gives the dependence of the valence np on the position 
of the f level H, 

H 
h= ~=mg+Jm2+(g2-1)1;72(m). 2JllZ (7) 

Analysis of Eq. (7) reveals many phases, which are 
shown in Fig. 1. In a strong magnetic field we have ferro- 
magnetic ordering or integer valence (IV) states if=0 or 1. 
On decreasing the magnitude of h, the system undergoes a 
transition into an excitonic insulator at h * = 1 + l/g. In this 
region tif changes linearly with h, tip= h/h*. This phase 
most closely resembles a uniform QL with strong hole- 
particle correlations, and with (2ma+ 1)/2<r7,< 1, where 
m,, = J[(g-- l)/(g+ l)]. For h between 2 J(g2- 1) tif is 
multivalued until some’ critical field + ho where the system 
undergoes a first-order transition from a mixed state with 
v#O, AZO, in which valence-density waves (VDW) coexist 
with the QL, into a pure spatially ordered phase with VDW. 
When the mass of the f fermions goes to infinity we obtain at 
T=O two consecutive jumps from IV states into VDWs with 
rff=tis= l/2, as shown in Fig. 1. It is also possible to obtain 
such a transition in systems with short-range electron- 

phonon interactions.” The transition, however, becomes 
continuous at any finite temperature. Thus, the stabilized ex- 
citonic phase is ruled out in the ground state whenever we 
exclude a finite bandwidth for f states, and there is no pos- 
sibility to obtain a first-order transition in the FK model at 
finite temperatures. From Eq. (7) one can easily find the 
compressibility ,y= -dii#dp, which is small in IV configu- 
rations and in spatially ordered phases (rif=1/2), but in the 
QL phase becomes constant X= l/h*. The value increases 
with pressure, and reaches a maximum near the transition 
into the mixed state. Such behavior has been seen in experi- 
ments in SmS under pressure.5Z10 

The inclusion of local hybridization in the GM 
V(cTcI + elf CT) would be the same as considering the GM 
in presence of a transverse magnetic field V(L+ +L-). This 
factor is of an excitonic type and increases the tendency to- 
ward a first-order transition from a spatially ordered phase 
into QL state with strong excitonic correlations. 

If we consider the king-type interaction (t,+O) to all 
orders in t/U, which includes the antiferromagnetic long- 
range interactions with all neighbors (analogous to a classi- 
cal gas with Coulomb repulsion,” then an infinite number of 
incommensurate modulated phases is found between the fer- 
romagnetic and the VDW “antiferromagnetic” ordered 
phases in the one-dimensional case. This means that the FK 
model at U-+m can be converted into an king model with 
long-range antiferromagnetic interactions. The crystallization 
off particles into a periodic structure and dielectric splitting 
of the f band has been found in the 1D case.i2 The similarity 
between the ground-state energy and the partition functions 
of the FK model and the classical lattice gas has also been 
found recently for the 1D case.r3 
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FIG. 1. The occupation number lif as a function of h in a generalized 
Hubbard model at O<l/g<l. 

The thermodynamic behavior of our system can be ana- 
lyzed easily. From analysis of these equations one can easily 
find the thermodynamic characteristics, and investigate the 
phase diagram at finite temperatures. The schematic phase 
diagram of critical temperatures versus magnetic field (or 
pressure) of the GM in the strong interaction limit is shown 
in Fig. 2. In some casesI the transition from the VDW to the 
QL state can be realized through an intermediate mixed state 
(MS), where the first-order transition line is split into two 
lines terminating in tetracritical point B. One first order 
phase transition from the QL into the VDW state is also 
possible by increasing the temperature at constant field (pres- 
sure) (see Fig. 2). Physically, this result is connected with the 
fact that excitonic effects, which are absent at high tempera- 
tures, become important at low temperatures. The phase 
boundary between the QL and VDW states indicates an in- 
crease of entropy for the spatially ordered phase with tem- 
perature. The bicritical point Tbc and spinodals, which are 
characteristic of the first-order transition, are also seen in 
Fig. 2. We expect that in the 3D case only a finite number of 
commensurate crystalline ordered phases exists at finite tem- 
peratures and can survive near the equilibrium line in the 
VDW region. At high pressures, near the IV phase the tran- 
sition from QL into normal state is smooth, and its depen- 
dence on the magnetic field is logarithmic 
T,= -J,/ln(h -h *). This result means that the excitonic ef- 
fect by itself cannot give rise to a first-order transition and is 
possible only near the boundary of a spatially ordered phase. 
The high-temperature compressibility in the normal para- 
magnetic phase behaves as predicted in mean field theory, 
sy=diiffdP=C/(T-T,*), where T: and C are the Curie- 
Weiss temperature and the Curie constant. Thus, all anoma- 
lies in the behavior of nf and x in mixed-valence systems can 
be interpreted in analogy with the temperature dependence of 
the magnetic moment and susceptibility of a Heisenberg- 
Ising system under variation of external field. 

Using analogies between the FK model at U+m and the 
antiferromagnetic Ising or classical lattice-gas model, we can 
predict spatial ordering (VDW). In addition the long-range 
interactions for the Ising model (see Ref. 11) give rise to 
numerous other modulated long-range-ordered phases and, 
similarly, using an analogy with the classical lattice-gas 

FIG. 2. The predicted h-T phase diagram for the generalized model for 
Dd3. 

model, one can predict an infinite number of phase transi- 
tions with charge-density wave states under change of pres- 
sure in the FK model. Thus, the thermodynamic behavior as 
well as the value of all critical exponents for FK model can 
be obtained using analogies with exactly solvable one- and 
two-dimensional Ising or lattice gas models. Even a small 
bandwidth causes a the appearance of a valence tluctuation 
term (or spin-flop terms in the effective Heisenberg Hamil- 
tonian), and drastically changes the properties of the system. 
In spite of the fact that the exact solution of the 2D 
Heisenberg-Ising model is not known, it is possible to reach 
some conclusions about the ground-state properties and cor- 
relation function behavior even in this case.15 For example, 
at low temperatures the bounds obtained in Ref. 16 rule out 
the possibility of excitonic condensation in 2D lattices, but 
allow power-law-like decay for excitonic correlations in the 
GM, which can be of the Kosterlitz-Thouless type, when- 
ever t, or t2 is different from zero. 
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